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Money Saver in Multi-Production
Cost-effective texturing of diamond-wire-cut multi-wafers

easy
upgrade

DW PreTex is the most cost-effective process for texturing of diamond-wire-cut multi-wafers. It roughens the
relatively smooth surface of the wafers so that it can be processed afterwards with the standard texture HF/HNO3.
Based on an in-line wet process, the process is suitable for both wafer and cell manufacturers. For DW PreTex uses
common materials used in the PV industry. The operating costs are less than 0.01 Euro per wafer. In addition,
the process achieves extremely uniform surfaces with reflection values down to 21 %.

www.schmid-group.com
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Executive Summary

Wet-chemical solutions are used at various stations
in the solar cell processing sequence. In fact, the very
first process step in cell lines starts with a chemical
treatment – saw damage removal and texturization. Wet
beaches are also employed to remove the phosphorus
silicate glass (PSG) as well as junction separation,
commonly known as edge isolation.
While wet benches are part of every cell line, they
also have an important role in processing advanced
cell architectures like PERC, in which the edge
isolation tools are tweaked with intensified chemistry
to accomplish rear polishing. Heterojunction cells
require ultra clean wafer surfaces, which again make
wet-chemistry the perfect means for that purpose.
Wet-benches also have an interesting emerging
new application with huge business potential – black
silicon texturization. The process is all about realizing
a texturization on diamond wire sawn multicrystalline
wafers, which do not respond to the standard
texturization process.
Our survey on wet-chemical benches has received
responses from 5 of the leading equipment suppliers
in this field, providing data for 26 products in total,
which are listed under 4 categories based on their
applications:
•
•
•
•

Saw damage removal & texturing
Black silicon texturing
PSG etch & edge isolation
Cleaning

One of the hottest topics in wet etching is texturing for
diamond wire sawn multicrystalline wafers. Diamond
wire sawing, which has a huge potential to reduce the
wafer manufacturing costs up to 10 cents per piece,
leaves a smooth surface that poses a significant
challenge to be textured with the standard acidic
texturing process. Black silicon texturization enables
surface conditioning of DWS cut multicrystalline wafers,
which opens the door to more sophisticated cell
designs. German companies RCT and Schmid are both
offering commercial scale solutions for this purpose.

RCT has developed its solution based on metalcatalyzed chemical etching (MCCE), which is very
close to typically employed texturization. Schmid has
developed a pre-treatment system, that conditions the
wafer surface susceptible for standard acidic texturing.
Other equipment vendors are currently developing
solutions for texturization of DWS multicrystalline
wafers as well.
Wet-chemical equipment makers have made
considerable progress over the last 7 to 10 years,
especially in texturization. According to market leader
RENA, the texturing time, which was more than 30
minutes 10 years ago, is now reduced to about 6 to
10 minutes. Bath life has been improved even more
significantly. The need to change the chemicals in the
alkaline texturing baths was about 5 to 10 runs until
2007, but now it is above 250 runs.
In the PSG etch and edge isolation segment,
companies are increasingly focusing on making tools
modular to support different degrees of rear etching –
from 7 nm to 10 mm. Companies like Schmid and RCT
have developed technologies to provide a water shield
to the emitter during the rear polishing.
At the product level, there are two streams of platforms
– batch and inline devices. Alkaline texturing is mainly
accomplished in batch systems, acidic processing
favors inline mode of operation. However, Schmid and
Singulus are also offering alkaline texturing based on
inline configuration. Most of the inline systems are
offered with either 5 or 10 processing lanes attaining
a throughput of 4,000 and 7,600 to 9,000 wafers per
hour, depending on the application. The big difference
between batch systems is the number of wafers
processed per batch – 200 or 400, while the latter is
more or less the standard. The typical throughput of
batch machines, which are mainly used for texturization,
is between 2,600 and 5,900 wafers per hour, depending
on batch size and the chemical process.
Tables with product specifications are published from
p. 24 – p. 37.
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Black
Silicon
for DWS multi wafers
Picture: DWS wafer textured by RCT „Black Silicon“ Process

RCT i-BlackTex
Inline Wet Chemical Process
· 1-1.5min black silicon texturing time
· Excellent Cleaning
Inline tool length < 13m @ 3600 w/h
Low running cost
· No expensive, unstable H²O²
· No organic additives
· No changes to facilities required
Silver recovery unit available

Unique inline process and equipment for texturing of
diamond wire sawn wafers is finally available.

The
Technology
Company

RCT Solutions GmbH
Line-Eid-Straße 1
D-78467 Konstanz, Germany
info@rct-solutions.com
www.rct-solutions.com

1. Introduction
The fundamental differences between commercial
crystalline silicon solar modules is whether they use
monocrystalline or multicrystalline cells. However,
when it comes to processing these two different
crystallographic structures of silicon wafers into
a solar cell, the manufacturing procedures and
production tools are nearly the same. The only
exception is the wet-chemical treatment step at
the beginning of a cell line, especially texturization.
Monocrystalline wafers are subjected to anisotropic
texturization in an alkaline medium, while
multicrystalline substrates are treated with acidic
solutions leading to isotropic etching. This means
that the wet-chemical process accomplished in wetbenches is a deciding factor whether a particular cell
processing line is designated for monocrystalline or
multicrystalline cell processing.

Beyond texturing, wet-chemical benches are used for
a few other applications in a cell processing line. Wet
beaches are employed to remove the phosphorus
silicate glass (PSG) as well as junction separation,
commonly known as edge isolation. With many
high efficiency cell concepts requiring tweaked or
additional wet-chemical treatment steps compared
to standard cell making, these process solutions and
their corresponding tools are increasingly gaining
importance in today’s as well as future solar cell
production lines.
Our first market survey on wet-chemical tools
provides insight into different applications of wetbenches offered by various equipment vendors for
standard and advanced cell architectures.

Source: RCT

All about etching: While several types of wet-benches are used all along solar cell processing, the
ultimate goal is to etch the silicon slice – and the degree of etching is what matters.
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2. Overview
Etching is the ultimate goal of wet-chemical
treatment employed at various stages of solar cell
processing. However, the degree and intensity of
etching and the type of the chemicals used for a
particular purpose varies according to applications.
Wet-chemical solutions are used at various stations
in the solar cell processing sequence. In fact, the
very first process step in cell lines starts with a
chemical treatment.
2.1 Applications of Wet-Benches in Cell Making
Silicon wafers that enter cell lines have saw
damage defects originating from the slicing step in
wafer factories. These defects not only negatively
influence the electrical properties but also reduce the
mechanical strength of wafers. Thus the solar cell
process starts with removal of saw damage using
chemical etching. Saw damage etching can be
accomplished in alkaline or acidic chemical baths.
The acidic bath typically contains a mixture of HF
and HNO3, while the alkaline medium could be either
NaOH or KOH, although today KOH is generally
being used.
Soon after the saw damage removal, the wafers are
again subject to etching – now in a very controlled
manner. This step is called texturing, and the aim
of this process is to realize a textured surface that

reduces light reflection. Typically, the saw damage
etching and texturing processes are accomplished
in an integrated setup. Theoretically, the texturing
step can be accomplished with an alkaline or acidic
medium. But that depends on the wafer type.
Alkaline etching has different etching rates for
different crystallographic orientations, which is why
the process is known as anisotropic etching. The
process is mainly applicable for monocrystalline
silicon substrates and results in a micro scale
pyramid like structure on the wafer surface, which
helps in reducing the reflection and light trapping,
thereby enhancing light absorption. During the early
times of solar cell development, isopropyl alcohol
(IPA) was added to the texturing baths to enhance
the lateral uniformity and anisotropy nature of the
chemical process. But IPA makes the bath unstable,
so does the process. It also shortens the lifetime
of the bath, that’s why chemicals in the bath have
to be changed very often. As an alternative to IPA,
all suppliers that are offering alkaline texturing
solutions also use moderating agents, usually called
additives. IPA free texturing has become a standard
some years ago. Finally, the texturization process
dramatically reduces the reflection of monocrystalline
wafers from about more than 30% down to 10 to
12%.

Transport
philosophy:
Aside from their
application, one of
the major differences
between wetbenches is the mode
of operation – batch
or inline. Schmid
prefers inline, even
for alkaline texturing
for which the general
practise is to opt for
batch processing.
Source: Schmid
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It is a different story with texturing multicrystalline
wafers. Due to the random crystal orientation,
multicrystalline substrates do not respond to alkaline
texturing. The isotropic etching nature of acidic
solutions, which is independent from the crystal
orientation, enables texturing multicrystalline silicon.
Another major difference between texturing of
multi- and monocrystalline wafers is the mode of
operation – batch or inline. The isotropic process
implemented for multicrystalline substrates is based
on the inline philosophy, while alkaline texturing of
monocrystalline is mainly accomplished in batch
tools, although there are a few exceptions. As the
etching rate of the acidic process is much higher
than for alkaline, it can be accomplished in a much
shorter time, say between 1 to 2 minutes. Thus, tools
used to process multicrystalline wafers with acid
chemistry predominantly make use of inline devices.
Soon after these two entry level steps of the solar
cell process wet-chemistry is needed again – and
that is following the emitter forming diffusion step.
The doping step has two undesired outcomes
– formation of phosphorus silicate glass (PSG)
or borosilicate glass (BSG) with n-type and
contaminating the exposed surface of the wafer.
PSG removal is accomplished by dipping the
substrates in diluted HF solution.
The other step is to separate the emitter from the
rear as the typical diffusion process dopes the wafer
on both sides. In order to realize a p-n junction out
of a diffused wafer, rims as well as the rear of the
wafer are subject to slight etching. For this reason,
the wet-chemical edge isolation is also referred to
as single side etching. Traditionally, a chemical
coin stack based process was employed for edge
isolation. Since the process is labor intensive and
induces stress on wafers, which increases the risk
of wafer breakage, it gave way to laser based edge
isolation. However, the industry has turned back
to wet-benches for this application. The advantage
of wet-chemistry is that the edge isolation can be
combined with PSG removal in inline tools. Here the
edge isolation is accomplished by etching the rear
of the wafer by about 1 μm, which is accomplished
by floating the wafer on a – usually acidic – etching
solution.
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With advanced cell concepts like PERC, the
industry is increasingly relying on wet-chemical
edge isolation solutions, because PERC requires
polishing on the rear side and wet-benches for edge
isolation can be tweaked to accomplish such rear
polishing. Heterojunction cells require ultra clean
wafer surfaces, which again makes wet-chemistry
the perfect means for that purpose. Wet-benches
also have an emerging new application with huge
business potential – black silicon texturization. The
process is all about texturing diamond wire sawn
multicrystalline wafers, which do not respond to the
standard texturization process.

2.2 Suppliers of Wet Benches
Responding to the ever changing needs of cell
manufacturers, equipment suppliers offer a variety
of product platforms addressing the general and
specific needs of customers. This survey on wetchemical benches outlines the major developments
in different segment of wet-chemical applications as
well as innovations at the tool level.
Our survey on wet-chemical benches has
received responses from 5 equipment vendors:
• RCT Solutions, Germany
• RENA Technologies GmbH, Germany
• Schmid Group, Germany
• SC New Energy Technology Corporation, China
• Singulus Technologies AG, Germany
The above list covers most of the market leaders
in the wet-chemical benches segment, especially
from the western world. China’s Beijing Naura
Microelectronics Equipment Co. Ltd., formerly known
as Beijing Sevenstar, has also provided data, but
not in a specified format, thus the products of the
company are not listed in the survey. The above 5
companies have provided data for 26 products in
total.
Based on their applications, we have listed these
wet-chemical products in 4 categories:
• Saw damage removal & texturing
• Black silicon texturing
• PSG etch & edge isolation
• Cleaning

2.3 Market Conditions
Like any other PV segment, the wet-chemical tools
stream was initially fully dominated by western
equipment makers until competition from China
with low cost solutions gained market shares. Still,
all these tools makers are finding “good” market
conditions these days with cell manufacturers
increasing or upgrading their capacities. “Last year’s
business was clearly about capacity expansions,”
said Oliver Voigt, head of sales and products
at RCT. Christian Buchner, vice president of
Schmid’s solar business unit sees replacement of
a lot of old equipment. “The cost pressure is high
while equipment costs are so low compared to a
decade ago, so it really makes sense to replace
old equipment in order to save on breakages,
chemical consumption and footprint,” he said. The
wet-benches have been also benefiting a lot from
the PERC boom. Apart from additional deposition
devices, the PERC upgrade requires somewhat
advanced edge isolation tools for rear polishing.
“A big chunk of shipments is to replace equipment
for advanced cell technologies or switch to
monocrystalline,” said Ulrich Jaeger, sales manager
at RENA.
According to Thomas Gitte, senior product manager
at Singulus, the solar market is increasingly
becoming diversified and moving away from a
common process sequence. There are multiple
variations from the standard as well as PERC and
other high efficiency cell technologies that demand
for special equipment, he said. Singulus sees a great
opportunity for western toolmakers in the field of new
cell concepts. Jens Eckstein, head of wet processing

systems of Singulus, said that for standard cell
concepts, the Asian market is mature enough
to address domestic demand, but for technical
advanced concepts, heterojunction for example,
European companies still have a cutting edge over
the Chinese competitors.
As a publicly listed company Singulus declined to
reveal shipments and forecast numbers. Others
provided some indications. Based on the data, we
received from the companies, Rena is topping the
list. According to Jaeger, his company has shipped
about 10 to 11 GW of edge isolation systems, 8 GW
of alkaline texturing tools and 2 to 3 GW of inline
texturing wet-benches in 2016. The all time topseller
of the company is its alkaline batch texturing
system. “We are the main enablers for getting
alkaline texturing into high volume production at
low cost,” emphasized Jaeger. He claims that Rena
was the first to offer a tool with 5,000 wafers hourly
throughput in 2015 with a compact foot print, which
enabled customers to implement monocrystalline
technology at very competitive costs. Buchner said
that Schmid shipped wet-benches worth of 10 GW
last year and expects to ship even more this year. He
didn’t provide a breakdown for the different etching
segments, but said that the best selling model is
a single side edge isolation tool, which is mainly
part of PERC expansions. RCT, which is relatively
young in the market, says it has sold 3 GW of wetchemical tools until the end of 2016. Voigt estimates
to sell about 50 this year, equal to about 5 GW. Edge
isolation systems are RCT’s most wanted product,
while its black silicon solution is expected to take this
position soon.

Proven in more than 5 GW PERC production
State-of-the-art wet processing equipment

RENA BatchTex N400
and monoTEX® process
Tunable
pyramid size
9 TaiyangNews
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More at
www.rena.com

RENA InOxSide+
Junction isolation and
adjustable rear side etch

3. Advancements in Wet-Chemical Processing
Every wet-chemical equipment maker has been
working on improving its products. While a few years
back wet-benches were considered the major cause
for breakage in cell processing, there has been
noteworthy development. Today, the majority of the
equipment in our survey comes with a breakage rate
of about 0.01% or less, according to the suppliers
specs, compared to 0.1% about 7 years ago. Not
only have production tools improved over time, the
higher wafer quality has also significantly contributed
to this development.
When looking into product development, equipment
makers are seeing various hot topics. Increasing
the speed of inline tools is on everyone's agenda.
Voigt puts the standard in throughput at 4,000
wafers per hour today while in the batch world the
trend is to speed up processing by increasing the
number of wafers to 400 per tank, instead of 200.
Indeed, most of the inline system listed in the survey
have a throughput of 4,000 wafers per hour, based
on 5 parallel lanes of processing. However, some
companies are also offering tools designed to handle

10 lanes, which increases throughput up to 7,600 to
9,000 wafers per hour. In batch systems, which are
mainly used for texturization, the throughput is about
2,600 to 3,000 wafers when using a smaller batch
of 200 wafers and depending on the application.
Tools designed to use larger batches of 400 wafers
support production capacities of 5,000 to 5,900
wafers per hour.
According to Singulus’ Thomas, developments are
taking place in two fields. One is to make the basic
process steps more simple, lean and cost effective.
For example, alkaline texturization, formerly known
as a long and volatile etching step, has been
developed into a short and reliable process, he said.
Then it is about improving the wet-chemical solution
for high efficiency concepts. For instance, putting
more emphasis on cleaning and conditioning is
needed for heterojunction cell making. While there
is a trend towards mono, the majority of cell fabs still
process multi cells – and almost every equipment
maker sees demand for a texturing solution for
diamond wire sawn multicrystalline wafers.

Source: Singulus

Basket count: Most of the carriers used in batch processing today, including this one from
Singulus, have a capacity of 100 wafers. Each bath can process between two to four baskets at a
time.
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3.1 Black Silicon
Traditionally, PERT has been the domain for
n-type wafers. These wafers have some definite
advantages – such as high lifetime and no LID – over
p-type. The n-type silicon substrates have a longer
lifetime of over 1 microsecond, as n-type material is
less sensitive to many common metallic impurities
in silicon, such as iron. Since the base wafer is
doped with phosphorus, there is no possibility for
the formation of boron oxygen complexes, the root
cause for LID. That means cells made with these
wafers are inherently LID free.
Diamond wire sawing (DWS) is a buzz word in
the wafering world, like PERC in the cell space.
The process is faster than the slurry method,
reduces silicon kerf loss and its operation costs
are dramatically lower, because the fixed abrasive
principle frees wafering fabs from expensive and
complex slurry use and management. In fact,
all these factors collectively help in reducing
wafer manufacturing costs. However, so far the
DWS process has a much wider acceptance in
monocrystalline wafer production, where almost
everyone has left slurry-based wire sawing behind.
That’s much different with multi wafer manufacturing,
– here only 5% used DWS in 2016, according to the
International Roadmap for Photovoltaics (ITRPV).
The reason is that diamond wire based sawing
leaves a smooth surface that poses a significant
challenge to be textured with the standard acidic
texturing process. If that issue is solved, multi wafer
makers can easily use DWS as well, which would
give them a means to catch up with some of the cost
advantages mono has gained when it started to use
diamond wire saws and moved towards PERC.

3.1.1 Wet-Chemical Processes for Multi
Wafers
No wonder the wet-bench makers have been
working on developing suitable solutions to make
multicrystalline silicon ready for DWS. The key is
black silicon texturization, which enables surface
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conditioning of DWS cut multicrystalline wafers as
well. Black silicon is all about implementing a nanoscale texturing, which significantly reduces the
reflection of incident light. It is accomplished mainly
with two methods – reactive ion etching (RIE) and
metal-catalyzed chemical etching (MCCE). Both
approaches have been evaluated by leading solar
cell makers, the initial results were published at
scientific conferences.
• RIE, also known as dry etching, is accomplished
in a plasma assisted environment and is in pilot
production today, but suffers from low throughput.
According to Voigt, three of such vacuum tools
are required to get the throughput equivalent to a
good inline tool. On top, a wet-bench is required
to remove the saw damage before processing and
may be used also for cleaning in post processing to
remove the damage from ion bombardment. Nines
PV has developed an atmospheric dry texturing
technology using fluorine as etch gas for the same
application. The process is free from plasma and
vacuum, but it is not relevant to the subject of
the current survey (see TaiyangNews article: Dry
Texturing Of Wafers Free From Vacuum).
• MCCE, based on a wet-chemical approach, on
the other hand is very close to the way texturing is
employed today. The process involves three steps
– depositing metal, formation of a porous layer,
chemical treatment and subsequent cleaning.
The technology was known to suffer from stability
issues, but RCT has apparently solved this as it
has recently launched a commercial scale MCCE
based product.
Schmid is taking a different route. The company
is offering a pre-treatment system, that conditions
the wafer surface susceptible for standard acidic
texturing. Other wet-chemical solution providers
are developing different solutions. Of these, only
RCT provided the data for its product (see product
descriptions section, p. 18).

RCT calls its product i-BlackTex. The difference
over standard approaches is the inline nature of
the process, according to Voigt. On top, the tool
accomplishes the entire surface treatment – saw
damage removal and texturization – in one system.
Like with any other MCCE process, RCT also
employs silver nitrate as metal. But Voigt said that
his company’s solution does not use any additives or
H2O2. “The additive costs could go up to 0.15 CNY
per wafer,” he said. The system employs standard
chemicals that are typically used in the texturing
process – HF, HNO3, water and KOH for cleaning.
Another important feature of the system is its
length of 12 m, which is the same as of well-known
branded texturing wet benches and allows for an
easy replacement, said Voigt. The process can be
adjusted to attain reflectivities between 12 and 20%.
However, lower reflectivity means a larger surface
area, which requires special care in the emitter
profile and surface passivation in order to harvest
the full benefits.
RCT assures an efficiency gain of 0.2 to
0.4% absolute at the cell level over standard
multicrystalline cells, depending on the baseline
process. However, quantifying efficiency gains
with black silicon are tricky. Since advanced
surface conditioning concepts such as black silicon
cannot take advantage of the coupling gain after
encapsulation (that’s the effect responsible for higher
cell-to-module power losses with monocrystalline
compared to multicrystalline), the efficiency gain at
the cell level is not completely reflected at the final
module level.
But RCT claims it can tweak the process either to
choose a higher benefit at the cell level and a very
limited boost at the module level or to reach optimal
gains both at cell and module level. Voigt provided
an example of a gain between 0.2 and 0.4%. At
0.4%, the main improvement comes from a higher
current and a small loss in Voc. At the module level,
parts of the gain in currents is lost while the Voc loss
is still present. That means the efficiency gain on
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the module level is limited. If a cell maker accepts a
lower final efficiency gain, say 0.2%, then the Voc is
maintained while Isc drives the boost, which is also
partly eaten up by encapsulation. But black silicon is
not so much about efficiency gains, the key driver of
this technology is its capability to enable processing
of diamond wire sawn multicrystalline wafers – and
that come with a cost saving potential of up to 10
cents per wafer.
One consumable to look at in the MCCE process
is silver nitrate. But RCT says silver nitrate costs
are at the same level of HF or nitric acid and silver
consumption consumption is at just 4.4 mg/wafer
without recycling. This translated into about 10%
of total cost of ownership of 0.18 CNY. RCT says
that the industrial application of the tool has been
demonstrated in the manufacturing line of Chinese
cell manufacturer CECEP.
Schmid calls its pre conditioning solution DW
PreTex. While it did not provided data of this product
for our market survey, some background is given
in this TaiyangNews article: Chemical Boost For
Diamond Wire Sawing). DW PreTex is a simple
one-step process solution implemented before
multicrystalline wafers are textured. The innovation
of this process is to roughen the relatively smooth
wafer surface so that they can be textured in a
standard HF/HNO3 chemical bath. According to
Schmid’s Buchner, the process results in better
surface uniformity compared to slurry-cut wafers
after texturing. Wafers processed using this method
have a lower reflection, reaching levels of less
than 23%. The solution relies on materials that are
commonly used in the PV industry, said Buchner.
The process can be implemented either as a last
step in wafer manufacturing or as a first step in cell
lines. According to Buchner, his company’s solution
has operating costs of around 1 euro cent per wafer.
Schmid has sold its first system and is currently
doing the sampling at its site for the buyer. Buchner
expects to ship the tool during this summer. Schmid
is expecting to sell more than 10 systems this year.

Source: Schmid

Simple way to smoothen multi wafers: The DW PreTex from Schmid prepares the diamond wire
sawn multi wafers so they can be used for the standard texturing process.

3.2 Trends in Texturing

RENA is also working on a wet-chemistry based
solution for texturization of diamond wire sawn
multicrystalline wafers. According to Jaeger, his
company is not in favor of the MCCE approach due
to “stability issues.” The company is relying on and
additives based process. The product is currently
in customer trials and slated to hit the commercial
space in late summer. RENA is also working on
a new solution, which will enable attaining lower
reflectivity values than the state of the art. This new
product is also based on wet-chemistry, but based
on a completely new process, which is currently in
the lab stage and won’t be available before next
year.

In addition to developing innovative solutions for
advanced applications, the wet-bench suppliers are
working on improving their regular product portfolio.
One of the key applications of wet-benches in solar
cell processing is texturing.

3.2.1 Texturing Monocrystalline Wafers
As there is a clear trend towards monocrystalline
cells, alkaline texturing accomplished in batch
processes has gained increased attention. Even
RCT, whose original focus has been in building inline
tools, has ventured into the batch tool business.
While there are no brandnew developments in this
segment, alkaline texturing has strongly progressed
over the past years and is worth to take a look at.

Singulus said it is also working on a production
tool for texturing diamond wire sawn multicrystalline
wafers. The company would not give any timeline for
commercialization, it only said the product would be
ready “soon.”
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Strong progress: Alkaline texturing has strongly progressed over the last 10 years. As RENA
showed in presentation, the texturing time has reduced to about 1/5th and bath life has been
increased to 250 runs from 5 to 10 runs 10 years ago.
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Source: Rena

Much faster: Batch systems for alkaline texturing of monocrystalline wafers, such as this one
offered by RENA, have improved significantly by reducing processing time by a factor of 5 in the
last 10 years.
While a general practice is to combine saw damage
removal and texturing, according to Singulus some
advanced cell architectures require a decoupling
of these two steps. Separate treatments of front
and backs sides, or starting with polished saw
damage etched wafers instead of textured wafers,
are examples for diversification of the wet process
sequences, said Thomas.

3.2.2 Texturization of Multicrystalline Wafers
Inline is the domain for multicrystalline texturing. In
this segment, companies are offering tool platforms
that can accomplish single-side texturing. Though
the idea is not new, it is for sure a nice way to reduce
the chemical consumption. On the other hand, such
a tool aptly fits into PERC processing, while except
for Q Cells and REC no company has invested in
large-scale multicrystalline PERC production so far.

3.3 Trends in PSG Etch & Edge Isolation
For PSG etch & edge isolation applications,
equipment suppliers are developing special
versions of their tools, making them longer and
using materials that can withstand higher chemical
concentrations. This facilitates a higher flexibility
regarding the degree of rear polishing. When looking
at innovations, Schmid is offering a so called Water
Cap technology to protect the emitter during the rear
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polishing step. RCT has developed a similar solution.
According to Voigt, it starts with a pretreatment step,
where the edge of the wafer is made hydrophobic,
which is followed by a rinse. Here water is also
placed on top of the wafer. Due to the hydrophobic
wafer edge, the water would stay where it is and
protects the emitter. If the wafer edges are not
hydrophilic, water continuously flows from the top
side – and to ensure protection of the emitter, the
water has to be replenished, which means that the
bath is diluted continuously. “We avoid this with the
pretreatment,” said Voigt.
While acidic solutions are generally used for this
application, Schmid has recently introduced an
alkaline chemistry based edge isolation system.
According to Buchner, the big advantage of the
concept is it has no NOx gases in the facility,
especially in monocrystalline processing. In simple
terms, the approach gets rid of the nitric acid from
the cell line’s bill of materials. The other advantage
is costs. According to Buchner, this alkaline method
reduces the total cost of ownership by 32 to 42%
compared to acidic processes. The benefit mainly
comes from acid costs, but the need to polish less
with alkaline solutions also adds to it, said Buchner.

4. Product Details
For our market survey on wet-chemical benches,
5 companies have provided data for 26 products.
We have listed these models under four different
categories according to their applications. This
survey chapter provides product level descriptions
following an alphabetical order of the company
names.

to be changed completely. The system comes with
an interesting option of single side texturing, which,
according to the company, enables 35% in savings
of chemical and disposal costs and decreases total
cost of ownership by 14% compared to a double
sided process.

4.1 Saw Damage Removal & Texturing
Saw damage removal and texturization is the first
wet-chemical step in a cell line. Out of the 26 models
listed in the survey, 12 products were designed for
this application.
RCT has provided the data for two models. As the
prefix indicates, the b-Tex was designed for bath
texturing. Using alkaline media, it is suitable for
monocrystalline substrates. The tool accepts wafers
up to 156.75 mm in side length and a thickness
down to 160 μm. Each carrier accommodates 100
wafers, loading and unloading of the substrates is
done automatically. The tool comes with 5 baths for
active processing and 8 for rinsing and cleaning. The
etching process is accomplished at a temperature
range of 75 to 85oC and the reaction is controlled
by temperature and chemical dosing, which is done
automatically. This way the b-Tex processes 5,600
wafers per hour in a nominal mode of operation with
a rated mechanical yield loss of less than 0.01%.
i-Tex is the name of the inline saw damage etching
and texturization device from RCT to process
multicrystalline wafers. The spec for incoming
wafers for this machine is the same as for the above
described b-TeX. The tool uses an acid mixture of
HF, HNO3 and HCl for active etching process and
KOH and DI water for cleaning purposes. According
to RCT, the system is equipped with special alkaline
cleaning design that avoids KOH contamination.
Frequent chemical changes near the surface
improves the efficacy of the metal impurity cleaning
step. I-Tex moves the wafers in 5 parallel lanes
with a typical speed of 2.1 m/min, which results in a
throughput of 4,000 wafer per hour. The inline tool
supports an etch depth range of 3 to 4.5 μm from
surface with uniformity of +/- 0.1 μm. The feed and
bleed mechanism of the tool facilitates processing
of up to 700,000 wafers before the chemicals need
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Source: Rena

Single side process: The InTex NIAK2 from
RENA can accomplish single side texturing,
which saves 30% chemicals used in the
process, according to the company.
RENA has sent data for two products for saw
damage removal and texturization. The BatchTex
N400 (H2O2/O3) is designed to accomplish an
alkaline process for monocrystalline wafers in a
batch operation mode. The system is integrated with
2 processing baths and 6 for cleaning. Each of the
baths can accommodate up to 4 carriers, each with a
wafer capacity of 100 wafers. The tool accomplishes
the saw damage etch and texturing for 5,000 wafers
in an hour based on a short texturing time of 6
minutes. The BatchTex N400 is available in two
versions based on the method of choice for cleaning
– H2O2 and ozone. With the H2O2 version all oxidative
cleaning steps are based on H2O2+KOH. According
to Jeager, this variant comes with a lower CapEx,
as the chemical bath can be built with low cost PP
material. But operational costs are higher as H2O2
is more expensive. It is the opposite with the ozone
variant. Here all cleaning steps use DI water bubbled
with ozone. Such a setup requires higher capital
costs as the baths have to be made with ozone
resistant PVDF material, which is more expensive
than PP, plus the additional costs for the ozone
generator. But this device has lower processing
costs as the required oxygen for generation of ozone
is far less expensive than H2O2.

The InTex NIAK2 is RENA’s acidic texturing solution
for processing multicrystalline wafers. The “NIAK2”
represents the third generation inline tool platform
of the company. NIAK is the German abbreviation
for “new inline tool concept”. The device employs a
mixture of HF and HNO3 for wafer processing, KOH
for rinsing and HF and HCl for the metal cleaning
stages. Based on a roller transport mechanism, the
tool processes 4,000 wafers per hour on an average
9m long setup. RENA is providing the option to
execute single side texturing with this tool. In this
case the chemical footprint of the process can be
reduced by 30%.
Schmid has provided data for three models, all
of which have an inline design, even the device
for alkaline texturing. The wet-bench has a very
generic product name – Alkaline Texture + Saw
Damage Removal explains its application. While
alkaline texturing solutions from other vendors are
based on a batch philosophy, Schmid has a reason
to go against the flow. According to Buchner, the
advantages are low breakage rates, less chemical
consumption and better process uniformity. “For thin
wafers, this is the only process that would work in
future,” he said. Schmid puts the specs for incoming
wafer thickness down to 120 μm. Schmid’s tool runs

Source: Schmid

Multi-lanes: One of the major differences
among the inline wet-benches offered by
Schmid and a few others is the number of
parallel processing lanes. They come with 5
or 10 lanes.
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the wafers in 10 parallel lanes through 1 processing
bath and 5 cleaning and conditioning stations. The
tool has a high production capacity of 7,600 wafers
per hour. Accomplishing alkaline texturing in an inline
setup and attaining such high throughput apparently
increases the length of the wet-bench. This tool
stretches close to 20m in length.
Singulus has the widest product portfolio in our
survey as well as in this section. The tool maker
has provided the data for 5 models for saw damage
etch and texturing. Two of them are based on an
inline platform and 3 are batch tools. The SILEX
II is a modular batch platform of the German
company that offers a range of process options for
monocrystalline silicon substrates. The fundamental
configuration difference is a scalable throughput.
The SILEX II 3000 system achieves an output of up
to 3,000 wafers per hour, while the SILEX II 6000
configuration with an up-scaled batch size supports
an hourly throughput of up to 5,900 wafers and with
the same rated mechanical yield loss of 0.01 %.
Unlike others, Singulus has decoupled the saw
damage etch and texturing for its batch tools and the
model names indicate its application.

Source: Singulus

Modular platform: The SILEX II is a modular
batch platform from Singulus that in addition
to offering a range of processing options,
enables choosing throughput between 3,000
and 5,900 wafers per hour.

Source: Singulus

Inline for everything: Singulus is offering for its inline LINEX platform both acidic and alkaline
texturing, the latter is somewhat uncommon for inline processes.
removal with an appropriate surface conditioning.
According to senior product manager Thomas, the
tool configuration is mainly used for advanced cell
architectures, such heterojunction and IBC, which
require higher degrees of cleaning.

The SILEX II SDE3000(6000) is exclusively
promoted for saw damage etching using alkaline
media for etching and acidic solutions for cleaning.
The tool has 2 processing baths and 4 rinsing tubs.
As the products from other companies in our survey,
the process baskets have capacities for 100 wafers.
However, the specs given for wafer dimensions is
some what atypical – 157 to 162 mm in side length.
The thickness range of the silicon substrates can go
down to 120 μm, which represents the lowest value
among all batch tools in the survey as well as the
lowest value at all – together with the inline tool from
Schmid. Singulus offers the option to choose the
bath size – either to accommodate 2 or 4 carriers,
which influences throughput.The SILEX II SDE3000
integrated with a small chemical bath supports an
average hourly throughput of 3,000 wafers per hour,
while the SILEX II SDE6000, equipped to handle 4
process baskets at a time, has a rated throughput of
5,900 wafers per hour. The explanation equally holds
good for the other two listed batch tools of the SILEX
II platform.

The other two products from Singulus listed in
this section of the survey belong to the LINEX
platform, which was designed for inline operation.
LINEX Altex is the inline alkaline texturing solution
from Singulus that was designed for saw damage
removal and texturing of monocrystalline substrates.
The standard configuration of the tool handles 10
lanes of wafers moving through 4 process chemical
treatment baths and 5 cleaning stations. The system
can operate at a processing temperature of up to
90oC. The roller transport system supports a speed
of 1.1 m/min to attain a throughput of 8,500 wafers
per hour. The device can be also operated for single
side processing. Combining the alkaline chemistry
with an inline mode of operation makes the tool 20m
long.

The significant difference with the SILEX II
ALTEX3000 (6000) is its application – alkaline
texturing. The SILEX II CLEANTEX3000 (6000)
is a somewhat advanced integrated solution.
It is a combination of everything: saw damage
removal, texturing and advanced cleaning and
conditioning. The system employs an ozone-based
cleaning regime for efficient organic and metal

Linex Acid Texture, as the name indicates, is made
for accomplishing acidic etching of multicrystalline
substrates. The system can be opted for either
5 or 10 lanes of processing. However, the given
throughput of 8,000 wafers per hour represents
the highest configuration. Both models of the inline
platform of the company have a rated uptime of
98%, while 90 to 92% is given for batch tools.
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4.2 Black Silicon Texturing
Black silicon texturing is a hot topic in the wetchemical tools segment. It is the enabling technology
for diamond wire sawn multicrystalline wafers for
mass production. While nearly every equipment
maker active in the supply of wet-benches is
working on such solutions, Germany companies
RCT and Schmid are already offering such products
commercially.
However, the survey table for black silicon lists
only the product from RCT called i-BlackTex.
The tool is designed for the MCCE process in an
inline configuration andl employs silver nitrate as
metal catalyst to produces nano-porous silicon on
multicrystalline wafer surfaces. Similar to many midscale inline systems i-BlackTex processes wafers
in 5 parallel lanes. The device has a throughput
of 4,000 wafers per hour. An interesting feature of
this tool is its capability to provide texturing on the
front while polishing the rear side in the same black
silicon texturization step. Using silver particles in
texturing requires a high degree of cleaning in post
processing. RCT has developed a proprietary posttreatment method, but wouldn’t provide any details.
According to Voigt, this step, in addition to clearing,
also facilitates working on the surface morphology
– shaping the pores in size and depth. In addition to
the texturing tool, RCT is offering a silver recovery
system, which enables to win back 50% of the silver.
More than about economics, the recovery system
allows users to stick to regulations that limit drainage
of effluents.
While Schmid has not provided data of its multi wafer
preparation product for the survey, some information
is available in a product leaflet. The DW PreTex is
a modular tool based on an inline platform, which
supports easy integration into existing production
lines (cell or wafer) without any additional facility
requirement. The system is available in two versions.
A stand-alone single unit feeds pre-processed wafers
to the already installed texturing bath. Alternatively,
Schmid is also offering an integrated texturing
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solution. This inline devices moves the wafers in 5
parallel tracks with a rated throughput of 3,600 to
4,500 wafers per hour.

4.3 PSG Etch & Edge Isolation
In the PSG etch and edge isolation segment of the
survey 8 products are listed from 5 companies.
These tools are mostly inline devices and use
acidic solutions for active processing. In addition to
PSG etch and edge isolation, these systems also
optionally offer rear polishing, which is needed in
PERC cell processing.
The i-side/i-side PERC from RCT can accomplish
edge isolation, PSG etch and rear polishing right
from 700 nm for junction isolation and up to 7 μm
with i-side PERC. The system employs RCT’s
patented pre-treatment to protect the emitter side of
the wafer using water. This way, RCT’s tool removes
PSG from the front, accomplishes edge isolation
and, if required, polishing on 4,000 wafers per hour
in 5 processing lanes. An important feature of the
tool is that it can attain a reflectivity of 31% after
removing just 4 μm, instead of the current practice of
7 μm, said RCT’s Voigt.

Source: RCT

Water shield included: RCT’s i-side range of
inline wet-bench systems can accomplish a
patented pre-treatment process which uses
water as a shield to protect the emitter during
the rear polishing step.

RCT’s i-Clean is a simple tool that comes with one
process box, one rinsing bath and dryers. The tool
supports many applications – PSG etch, BSG etch,
a pre-diffusion clean. It can also support alkaline
polishing with KOH and comes with heating as
option. The tool has a compact footprint of 4.8 x 2.2
m and supports a throughput of 4,000 wafers per
hour.
InOxSide+ NIAK2 is the name of RENA’s solution
for this application. Like other tools listed in this
segment of our survey, this wet-bench is suitable
for mono as well as multicrystalline wafers. The
InOxSide etches away only the emitter from the
rear side of the solar cell. When the responsibility of
rear polishing is added to the system, the model is
tagged InOxSide+. The system removes 4 to 5 μm
layer of the silicon from the rear side. However, for
cell makers who require more etching, above 6 μm,
RENA is offering an option called PreCon. Here the
edges of the wafers are treated with HF to remove
the PSG, which makes the edges hydrophilic.
The step allows higher rear side etching in the
subsequent processes.

RENA is also offering another interesting option
called RaPID to prevent Potential Induced
Degradation (PID) at the cell level. PID can be
avoided by applying a thin layer of oxide, which
reduces sodium ion diffusion. A low cost method of
applying such an oxide film is to grow the oxide in
an ozone atmosphere. RENA’s InOxSide model has
a provision to include a box at the end, so that all
wafers processed pass the box that facilities growth
of a thin oxide layer ozone rich atmosphere.
Schmid has provided data for two models employing
acid chemistry for the PSG and etch isolation
process. Both tools have the same model name
– Single Side Etch Isolation + PSG. The main
difference is the number of processing lanes - one
with 5 and the other with 10. They have a respective
throughput of 4,000 and 9,000 wafers per hour. As
mentioned above, Schmid also uses its patented
Water Cap technology to protect the emitter during
the processing. The tool first removes the PSG from
the rear, while the PSG on the front stays with the
water cap, working as a shield to protect the emitter
from spills of rear polishing chemicals. The Water
Cap is removed during PSG etching on the front side
with HF.

Source: Rena

Several options: The InOxSide system from RENA comes with several process options - standard
PSG removal and edge isolation, rear etching, intensified rear etching and making cells PID free by
oxide layer deposition
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Source: SC New Energy

Only one: SC New Energy is known to offer a wide range of wet-benches, but the Chinese company
has provided data only for its edge isolation tool.
SC New Energy from China has provided data
for one model called SC-LSS4200CS, which was
designed for integrated PSG removal and edge
isolation. The tool processes wafers of up to 156.75
mm side length and a thickness down to 180 μm.
Like many other inline wet-bench suppliers, SC
New Energy is providing the option for a number
of parallel lanes the tool can handle, either 5 or 10.
The smaller model can process 4,200 wafers per
hour. To execute this capacity, the tool is provided
with 3 process baths and 3 cleaning baths. The wetbench is rated with an average breakage rate of less
an 0.1% and 97% uptime. SC New Energy is also
offering emitter protection with water, but the details
are not available. The SC-LSS4200CS also comes
with the option to grow a thin oxide layer with ozone
treatment to avoid PID.
Singulus supplied data for two models for single
side etching and PSG removal. The Linex SSE
PSG is a single side etching and PSG removal tool
that can also accomplish rear polishing, from 1 μm
to 10 μm, making it suitable for PERx applications.
It is based on a new patented roller concept, called
Porous Rollers, to etch and polish the silicon wafer
on the rear side without damaging the top side.
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The Porous Rollers come with double side support
and are designed for rotating wafer transport. The
chemistry is supplied through the center of each
roller and goes through fine pores. This mechanism
builds a small wetting surface on the rollers and
etches or polishes the substrate only one side.
The liquid is collected in the bath below the rollers
and is recirculated back to the rollers. According
to Singulus, this system gives a better rear side
passivation for the cell with less consumption of
chemistry.
The system has a production capacity of 4,000
wafers per hour. As the name indicates, the
difference for the Linex SSE O3 is its ozone based
cleaning regime. After making a single side etching
followed by KOH rinse, the wafers are cleaned with
ozone instead of the standard metal cleaning. In
addition to these two models, Singulus offers a bath
tool exclusively for PSG or BSG removal. The SILEX
II PSG/BSG3000(6000) is equipped with all features
of its SILEX II batch platform. The tool is equipped
with one process tank and two for rinsing. It employs
HF as process chemical and has a rated throughput
of 3,000 or 6,100 wafers per hour.

Source: Singulus

Wide range of polishing: The inline single side etching and PSG removal tool from Singulus built
on its LINEX platform processes the wafers in five parallel lanes and can etch off between 1 μm to
10 μm from the rear side.
4.4 Cleaning
In addition to the above described process related
applications, wet-benches are also used exclusively
for cleaning. However, such tools are used either
for advanced cell concepts or in wafering lines.
Singulus is the only company that has provided
data for dedicated cleaning solutions. The company
has listed 4 models in the cleaning segment of our
survey. Of these, 3 models are based on Singulus’
inline Linex product platform. All models are mainly
designed for wafering lines. The Linex spray model
is a customized product that cleans multicrystalline
wafers after wafering. According to the company, the
tool – just using water and some additives – is an
alternative for ultrasonic cleaning. The throughput
is 5,000 wafers per hour – and is the same for
Singulus’ other two Linex series systems listed. The
Linex Final Clean Multi and Linex Final clean Mono
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are designed to clean the wafer after de-gluing
and singulation steps. The suffixes in their name
indicate that they are designed for either multi and
monocrystalline wafers. These two systems have
mostly similar specs.
Singulus is also offering a cleaning solution for
cell processing. The SILEX II CLEAN3000(6000)
accomplishes RCA cleaning. It is an intermediate
process step commonly applied prior to the
deposition step. Such tools are mainly used for
removal of native oxides and organic residues, for
example from previous masking steps. Such cleaning
is usually applied for advanced cell concepts, like
as heterojunction cells. This RCA cleaning machine
has a throughput of 3,000 or 6,100 wafers per hour,
depending on the number of wafers processed per
bath.

5. Conclusions
Wet-benches are integral parts of cell lines. And
their applications are increasing both with standard
as well as with advanced cell architectures, such
as PERC, which require polishing on both sides, or
heterojunction cells, which need ultra-clean surfaces.
The wet-chemical solutions providers have made
remarkable progress recently - reducing costs and
improving process quality.
Regarding alkaline texturization for mono wafers,
the IPA-free process has become an industry
wide standard. Texturing time has been reduced
to around 6 minutes and the life of the chemical
baths – mostly accomplished in batch-type devices
– has been improved several times in the last few
years, reducing costs as well as chemical footprint
of the process. In case of acidic texturization for
multicrystalline wafers, the single-side process is an
attractive option to reduce chemical consumption.
The market also offers decoupled etching and
texturization tools for advanced cell architectures
that want to start with polished substrates.
A trend in PSG removal and edge isolation of multi
wafers is to offer products on a modular basis. Right
from providing a simple solution for today’s standard
cells, tools are tweaked to realize rear polishing
as required for PERC like cell architectures. Some
tool suppliers are offering to choose the degree of
polishing with varying etch depth. There are also
devices offered that hook ancillary oxide film growing
systems to get rid of PID at the cell level. And there’s
even a new edge isolation system for multi wafers
that is based on alkaline chemistry, which gets rid
of nitric acid from the process and is said to reduce
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cost of ownership by over 40%.
Our survey also lists cleaning solutions, mainly
used in wafer making. When there is a need, most
of the wet-bench suppliers are ready to provide
intensified cleaning integrated into their products, for
example, ozone based cleaning.
In addition to constantly improving standard
applications – with inline devices with 10 lanes
capable of processing up to 9,000 wafers,
several companies have been working on a major
technology step – a solution for texturing diamond
wire sawn multicrystalline wafers. Such devices will
be key enablers for wafer makers to fully harvest the
cost saving potential of producing multicrystalline
wafers with diamond wire saws. The first tools with
this capability have been recently introduced to the
market, and more are expected to come.
In total, 5 companies have provided data for 26
products to our first market survey on wet chemical
benches. There are several more active in this field,
in particular in China, but the listed companies in
our survey are the leading product suppliers in that
field. While Chinese suppliers are very strong in the
standard segment of wet benches, it’s interesting
to see how much cell manufacturers still value
products from European companies, which have
been instrumental in lifting wet etching technology to
the next level – lowering processing cost, increasing
throughput and developing devices to process the
latest cell technologies in mass production, the latest
being black silicon texturing.
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6. Product Specifications Table
TaiyangNews Market Survey Wet Etching Equipment 2017 – Saw Damage Removal & Texturing
Company

RCT

RCT

Model name

b-Tex

i-Tex

Available since

2017

2015
System setup

Application

Saw damage removal texturing

Saw damage removal texturing

Construction material

PP

PP

Wafer dimensions / thickness

6" up to 156.75 mm / ≥ 160 µm

6" up to 156.75 mm / ≥ 160 µm

Supported mode of operation

Batch

Inline

Reaction chemistry or chemical process

Alkaline

Acidic

Process reactants

KOH, HF, HCl, H2O2

HF, HNO3, KOH, (HCl)

Application method of reactants

Immersion

Immersion

Process conformality

Double

Single / double

Supported temperature range

RT – 85°C

8 - 14°C

Number of parallel processing lanes*1

–

5

Number of chemical baths for active processing

5

1

Number of baths for rinsing & cleaning

8

5

Method of loading & unloading of wafers

Automatic

Automatic / manual

Method of wafer transport

Robot hands

Roller supporting

System dimensions

14.95 x 3.05 x 2.55 m

8.88 x 2.2 x 2.120 m

Weight

–

6,800 kg
Process parameters

Wafer type

Mono

Multi

Typical process temperature

75 - 85°C

8°C

Wafer orientation during processing

Vertical

Horizontal

Number of substrates per carrier*2

100

–

Reaction rate

–

–

Maximum throughput

6,000 wph

4,200 wph

Average throughput

5,600 wph

4,000 wph

Mechanical yield

99.99%

99.95%

Total system uptime

97%

97%
Process control

Control of reaction rate

Yes / by chemical dosing & bath temp.

Yes / by chemical dosing & bath temp.

Reactants concentration analysis method

Offline

Offline

Method of chemicals dosage

Automatic

Automatic

Feed & bleed control

Yes

Yes

Final quality control method, if any

Opt: off-line

Opt: off-line
Post process

Cleaning method

Alkaline + acidic

Alkaline + acidic

Cleaning media

KOH/HF/(HCl)

KOH/HF/(HCl)

Rinsing method

Spray

Spray

Drying principle

Hot air

Hot air

Cleaning of chemical baths / interval

Automated Di water cleaning / –

Automated Di water cleaning / –

Utilities & consumption
Chemicals consumption

–

–

Water pressure / consumption

2 - 3 bar / 2,000 L / h

2 - 3 bar / 700 L / h

Compressed air pressure

6 - 7.5 bar

6 - 7.5 bar

Maximum power / consumption

130 kW / 78 kW

35 kW / 28 kWh/h

Effluent handling

Gravitational drain

Gravitational drain

Special Notes
*1 for inline tools
*2 for batch tools

Source: © TaiyangNews 2017
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TaiyangNews Market Survey Wet Etching Equipment 2017 – Saw Damage Removal & Texturing
Company

RENA

RENA

Model name

BatchTex N400 (H2O2/O3)

InTex NIAK2

Available since

2015 (2006)*1

InTex NIAK2 - 2015, InTex - 2002
System setup

Application

Saw damage removal & alkaline texturing

Saw damage removal & acidic texturing

Construction material

PP

PP*1

Wafer dimensions / thickness

– / >160 µm*2

– / >150 µm*2

Supported mode of operation

Batch

Inline

Reaction chemistry or chemical process

Alkaline

Acidic + KOH rinse

Process reactants

KOH + texturing additive (RENA monoTEX)*3

HF/HNO3*3

Application method of reactants

Immersion

Immersion

Process conformality

Double

Double / single*4

Supported temperature range

70 - 80°C

–

Number of parallel processing lanes*1

–

5

Number of chemical baths for active processing

2 texturing baths

1

Number of baths for rinsing & cleaning

6*4

3 DIW rinses, 1 KOH, 1 HF

Method of loading & unloading of wafers

Manual & automatic

Manual & automatic

Method of wafer transport

Carriers handling by robot

Roller transport

System dimensions

13.00 x 2.63 x 2.39 m

9.00 x 2.15 x 2.35 m

Weight

< 16,000 kg

7,500 kg
Process parameters

Wafer type

Mono

Multi

Typical process temperature

70 - 80°C texturing bath

10-20°C

Wafer orientation during processing

Vertical

Horinzontal

Number of substrates per carrier*2

100 wafers/carrier, 4 carriers per bath

No carrier used

Reaction rate

–

–

Maximum throughput

> 6,000 wph

> 4,300 wph

Average throughput

> 5,000 wph

> 4,000 wph

Mechanical yield

> 99.9%

> 99.9%

Total system uptime

> 95%

> 95%
Process control

Control of reaction rate

Yes / by chemical dosing

Yes / chemical dosing

Reactants concentration analysis method

Opt: conductivity & pH mes.

Opt: conductivity & pH mes.

Method of chemicals dosage

Automatic

Automatic

Feed & bleed control

Yes, user adjustable

Yes, user adjustable

Final quality control method, if any

Opt.: weight loss mes.

Opt: relfection mes

Post process
Cleaning method

Alkaline + acidic

Alkaline + acidic

Cleaning media

H2O2 or O3, KOH, HF, HCl, O3

KOH, HF

Rinsing method

Immersion

Spray

Drying principle

Warm air

Hot air

Cleaning of chemical baths / interval

– / > 24 h

– / 7-14 days
Utilities & consumption

Chemicals consumption

–

<6 ml acid/wafer

Water pressure / consumption

–

4 - 6 bar / < 270 ml /wfr

Compressed air pressure

5 - 8 bar

6 - 8 bar

Maximum power / consumption

< 80 kW, without DIW heater

< 35 kW

Effluent handling

–

–
Special Notes

*1 for inline tools
*2 for batch tools

*1 since 2006, Gen Batch N400 since 2015
*2 ready for M0 -M2; opt: M3, M4, >110 µm
*3 to allow IPA free processing
*4 DIW rinsing and chemical cleaning

*1 majority & some propretary materials
*2 ready for M0 - M4, mc-Si
*3 process; KOH rinse; HF/HCl metal clean
*4 opt: double side etching, single side texture
Source: © TaiyangNews 2017
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TaiyangNews Market Survey Wet Etching Equipment 2017 – Saw Damage Removal & Texturing
Company

SCHMID

SCHMID

Model name

Acid texture + Saw Damage Removal

Acid texture + Saw Damage Removal

Available since

2003

2009
System setup

Application

Acid texture & saw damage removal

Acid texture & saw damage removal

Construction material

PVDF/PP/PVC

PVDF/PP/PVC

Wafer dimensions / thickness

125 x 125 mm, 156 x 156 mm, up to M4 / 120 400 µm

125 x 125 mm, 156 x 156 mm, up to M4 / 120 400 µm

Supported mode of operation

Inline

Inline

Reaction chemistry or chemical process

Acidic

Acidic

Process reactants

HF/HNO3

HF/HNO3

Application method of reactants

Immersion

Immersion

Process conformality

Double

Double

Supported temperature range

6 - 50°C

6 - 50°C

Number of parallel processing lanes*1

5*1

10*1

Number of chemical baths for active processing

1

1

Number of baths for rinsing & cleaning

5

5

Method of loading & unloading of wafers

Opt: automatic

Opt: automatic

Method of wafer transport

Roller transport

Roller transport

System dimensions

8.4 x 2 x 2.3 m

8.25 x 4.3 x 2.3 m

Weight

6,000 kg

8,000 kg
Process parameters

Wafer type

Multi

Multi

Typical process temperature

8 - 12°C

8 - 12°C

Wafer orientation during processing

Horizontal

Horizontal

Number of substrates per carrier*2

–

–

Reaction rate

50 nm/sec

50 nm/sec

Maximum throughput

4,200 wph

10,000 wph

Average throughput

4,000 wph

9,000 wph

Mechanical yield

99.95%

99.95%

Total system uptime

95%

95 %
Process control

Control of reaction rate

Offline weight mes.

Offline weight mes.

Reactants concentration analysis method

Offline titration

Offline titration

Method of chemicals dosage

Automatic feed & bleed

Automatic feed & bleed

Feed & bleed control

Yes, automatic

Yes, automatic

Final quality control method, if any

Opt: inline reflection mes

Opt: inline reflection mes

Post process
Cleaning method

Immersion bath

Immersion bath

Cleaning media

KOH + HF/HCl

KOH + HF/HCl

Rinsing method

Spray

Spray

Drying principle

Hot air

Hot air

Cleaning of chemical baths / interval

–

–
Utilities & consumption

Chemicals consumption

–

–

Water pressure / consumption

2 bar / –

3 bar / –

Compressed air pressure

6 bar

6 bar

Maximum power / consumption

–

–

Effluent handling

–

*1 for inline tools
*2 for batch tools

*1 wafer format 156 mm

Special Notes
*1 wafer format 156 mm
Source: © TaiyangNews 2017
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TaiyangNews Market Survey Wet Etching Equipment 2017 – Saw Damage Removal & Texturing
Company

SCHMID

SINGULUS

Model name

Alkaline Texture + Saw Damage Removal

SILEX II SDE3000(6000)*

Available since

2007

2/2015 (1/2016)
System setup

Application

Alkaline texture + saw damage removal

Alkaline saw damage etch

Construction material

SS/PP

PP (PVDF)

Wafer dimensions / thickness

125 x 125 mm, 156 x 156 mm, up to M4 / 120 400 µm

157 - 162 mm /120 - 300 μm

Supported mode of operation

Inline

Batch

Reaction chemistry or chemical process

Alkaline

Alkaline etching, acidic cleaning

Process reactants

KOH. additive

KOH, HF, HCl (O3)

Application method of reactants

Shower

Immersion

Process conformality

Double

Double

Supported temperature range

Max. 90°C

RT- 85°C

Number of parallel processing lanes*1

10*1

–

Number of chemical baths for active processing

1

2

Number of baths for rinsing & cleaning

5

2 x Clean
4 x Rinse

Method of loading & unloading of wafers

Opt: automatic

Manual carrier load

Method of wafer transport

Roller transport

Linear robot handling

System dimensions

19.75 x 4.3 x 2.3 m

12.3 x 2.1 (2.6) x 2.7 m

Weight

12,000 kg

7,400 (9,800) kg
Process parameters

Wafer type

Mono

Mono

Typical process temperature

90°C

80°C

Wafer orientation during processing

Horizontal

Vertical

Number of substrates per carrier*2

–

100

Reaction rate

15 - 20 nm/sec

20 - 25 nm/s

Maximum throughput

8,000 wph

3,200 (6,400) wph

Average throughput

7,600 wph

3,000 (5,900) wph

Mechanical yield

99.95%

99.90%

Total system uptime

95 %

94 (92)%
Process control

Control of reaction rate

Offline weight mes

Yes, weight loss per carrier

Reactants concentration analysis method

Inline special mes.

Conductivity opt.

Method of chemicals dosage

Automatic feed & bleed

Automatic, time/batch controlled

Feed & bleed control

Yes, automatic

Yes, level

Final quality control method, if any

Opt: inline reflection mes

Offline reflectance mes

Post process
Cleaning method

Immersion bath

Chemical treatment

Cleaning media

KOH + HF/HCl + H2O2

HF, HCl (Ozone)

Rinsing method

Spray

Overflow rinse

Drying principle

Hot air

Hot air / hot nitrogen

Cleaning of chemical baths / interval

–

Hot DIW purge / 1 week
Utilities & consumption

Chemicals consumption

–

–

Water pressure / consumption

3 bar / –

3 - 5 bar/ 2,000 (3,500) L / h

Compressed air pressure

6 bar

5 - 6 bar

Maximum power / consumption

–

86 (140) kW / 44 (68) kWh/h

Effluent handling

–

*1 for inline tools
*2 for batch tools

*1 wafer format 156 mm

Special Notes
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* ( ) = 4 carrier/batch
Source: © TaiyangNews 2017

TaiyangNews Market Survey Wet Etching Equipment 2017 – Saw Damage Removal & Texturing
Company

SINGULUS

SINGULUS

Model name

SILEX II ALTEX3000(6000)*1

SILEX II CLEANTEX3000(6000)*1

Available since

2/2015 (1/2016)

2/2015 (1/2016)

System setup
Application

Alkaline texturing

Alkaline saw damage Etch, texturing & advanced
cleaning

Construction material

PP, (PVDF)

PP, PVDF

Wafer dimensions / thickness

157 - 162 mm /120 - 300 μm

157 - 162 mm /120 - 300 μm

Supported mode of operation

Batch

Batch

Reaction chemistry or chemical process

Alkaline etching, acidic cleaning

Alkaline+acidic etching, acidic cleaning

Process reactants

KOH, HF, HCl, H2O2 (O3)

KOH, HF, HCl, O3 (H2O2, HNO3)

Application method of reactants

Immersion

Immersion

Process conformality

Double

Double

Supported temperature range

RT - 85°C

RT - 85°C

Number of parallel processing lanes*1

–

–

Number of chemical baths for active processing

2

6

Number of baths for rinsing & cleaning

2 x Clean
4 x Rinse

4 x Clean
7 x Rinse

Method of loading & unloading of wafers

Manual carrier load

Manual carrier load

Method of wafer transport

Linear robot handling

Linear robot handling

System dimensions

14.7 x 2.1 (2.6) x 2.7 m

20.3 x 2.1 (2.6) x 2.7 m

Weight

8,800 (11,700) kg

12,100 (16,200) kg

Process parameters
Wafer type

Mono

Mono

Typical process temperature

80°C

80°C

Wafer orientation during processing

Vertical

Vertical

Number of substrates per carrier*2

100

100

Reaction rate

11 - 14 nm/s

~ 10 nm/s

Maximum throughput

3,200 (6,400) wph

2,800 (5,600) wph

Average throughput

3,000 (5,900) wph

2,600 (5,000) wph

Mechanical yield

99.90%

99.90%

Total system uptime

94 (92)%

92 (90)%
Process control

Control of reaction rate

Yes, weight loss per carrier

Yes, weight loss per carrier

Reactants concentration analysis method

Conductivity opt., O3 dissolved

Conductivity opt., O3 dissolved

Method of chemicals dosage

Automatic, time/batch controlled

Automatic, time/batch controlled

Feed & bleed control

Yes, level

Yes, level

Final quality control method, if any

Offline reflectance mes

Offline reflectance mes

Post process
Cleaning method

Chemical treatment

Chemical treatment

Cleaning media

HF, HCl, H2O2 , KOH (Ozone)

HF, HCl, Ozone, (H2O2)

Rinsing method

Overflow rinse

Overflow rinse

Drying principle

Hot air / hot nitrogen

Hot air / hot nitrogen

Cleaning of chemical baths / interval

Dil. pSC1 / SC2 + DIW purge /1 week

Dil. Chem. + DIW purge /1 week

Utilities & consumption
Chemicals consumption

–

ml/wafers or mg/wafer

Water pressure / consumption

3 - 5 bar/ 2,000 (3,500) L / h

3 - 5 bars / 4,800 (8,000) L / h

Compressed air pressure

5 - 6 bar

5 - 6 bar

Maximum power / consumption

86 (140) kW / 44 (68) kWh/h

114 (210) kW / 56 (96) kWh/h

Effluent handling

Via gravity

*1 for inline tools
*2 for batch tools

*1 4 carrier/batch

Special Notes
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*1 4 carrier/batch
Source: © TaiyangNews 2017

TaiyangNews Market Survey Wet Etching Equipment 2017 – Saw Damage Removal & Texturing
Company

SINGULUS

SINGULUS

Model name

Linex Altex

Linex Acid Texture

Available since

2015

2006
System setup

Application

Etching & cleaning

Etching & cleaning

Construction material

Steel

PP

Wafer dimensions / thickness

157 - 162 mm / 140 - 200 μm

157 - 162 mm / 140 - 200 μm

Supported mode of operation

Inline

Inline

Reaction chemistry or chemical process

Alkaline

Acidic

Process reactants

KOH & additives

HF/ HNO3

Application method of reactants

Spray

Immersion

Process conformality

Single

Double

Supported temperature range

85 - 90°C

RT

Number of parallel processing lanes*1

10

5 & 10

Number of chemical baths for active processing

4

3

Number of baths for rinsing & cleaning

5

3

Method of loading & unloading of wafers

Manual, automatic on request

Manual, automatic on request

Method of wafer transport

Roller

Roller

System dimensions

20 x 5 x 2 m

10 x 2 x 2 m

Weight

–

–
Process parameters

Wafer type

Mono

Multi

Typical process temperature

90°C

22°C

Wafer orientation during processing

Horizontal

Horizontal

Number of substrates per carrier*2

–

–

Reaction rate

3 - 10 μm

5 - 10 μm

Maximum throughput

8,500 wph

8,000 wph

Average throughput

8,500 wph

8,000 wph

Mechanical yield

99.90%

99.90%

Total system uptime

> 98%

> 98%
Process control

Control of reaction rate

Offline by weight mes.

Offline by weight mes.

Reactants concentration analysis method

Conductivity, resistivity, Ph

Conductivity, resistivity, Ph

Method of chemicals dosage

Automatic

Automatic

Feed & bleed control

Yes

Yes

Final quality control method, if any

Opt: reflectivity mes

Opt: reflectivity mes

Post process
Cleaning method

Water O3/ H2O2

Water

Cleaning media

O3 HF HCl

HF HCl

Rinsing method

Spray

Spray

Drying principle

Dry jet

Dry jet

Cleaning of chemical baths / interval

– / 1 month

– / 1 month

Utilities & consumption
Chemicals consumption

–

–

Water pressure / consumption

2 bar / –

2 bar / –

Compressed air pressure

2 bar

2 bar

Maximum power / consumption

280 kW / –

88 kW / –

Effluent handling

Via gravity or pump
Special Notes

*1 for inline tools
*2 for batch tools
Source: © TaiyangNews 2017
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TaiyangNews Market Survey Wet Etching Equipment 2017 – Black Silicon Texturing
Company

RCT

Model name

i-BlackTex

Available since

2016

Application

Black silicon texturing

Construction material

PP / PVDF

Wafer dimensions / thickness

6" up to 156.75 mm / ≥ 160 µm

Supported mode of operation

Inline

Reaction chemistry or chemical process

Acidic

System setup

Process reactants

HF, HNO3, AgNO3, KOH, (HCl)

Application method of reactants

Immersion

Process conformality

Double

Supported temperature range

–

Number of parallel processing lanes*1

5

Number of chemical baths for active processing

3

Number of baths for rinsing & cleaning

6

Method of loading & unloading of wafers

Automatic / manual

Method of wafer transport

Roller supporting

System dimensions

11.7 x 2.2 x 2.12 m

Weight

9,500 kg

Wafer type

Multi

Typical process temperature

–

Wafer orientation during processing

Horizontal

Number of substrates per carrier*2

–

Reaction rate

–

Maximum throughput

4,200 wph

Average throughput

4,000 wph

Mechanical yield

99.9%

Total system uptime

97%

Control of reaction rate

Yes / by chemical dosing & bath temp.

Reactants concentration analysis method

Offline

Method of chemicals dosage

Automatic

Feed & bleed control

Yes

Final quality control method, if any

Opt: off-line

Cleaning method

Alkaline + acidic

Cleaning media

KOH/HF/(HCl)

Rinsing method

Spray

Drying principle

Hot air

Cleaning of chemical baths / interval

Automated Di water cleaning / –

Chemicals consumption

–

Water pressure / consumption

2 - 3 bar / 1,300 L / h

Compressed air pressure

6 - 7.5 bar

Maximum power / consumption

60 kW / 32kW

Effluent handling

Gravitational drain

Process parameters

Process control

Post process

Utilities & consumption

Special Notes
*1 for inline tools
*2 for batch tools
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TaiyangNews Market Survey Wet Etching Equipment 2017 – PSG Etch & Edge Isolation
Company

RCT

RCT

Model name

i-Side / i-Side PERC

i-Clean

Available since

2015

2015
System setup

Application

Edge isolation / polish / PSG removal rear side
polish

Cleaning / PSG etch / BSG etch

Construction material

PP/PVDF

PP

Wafer dimensions / thickness

6" up to 156.75mm / ≥ 160 µm

6" up to 156.75 mm / ≥ 160 µm

Supported mode of operation

Inline

Inline

Reaction chemistry or chemical process

Acidic

Acidic

Process reactants

HF, HNO3, KOH, (HCl)

HF, HCl, (opt: KOH )

Application method of reactants

Float

Immersion

Process conformality

Single

Double

Supported temperature range

8 - 14°C

RT – 45°C

Number of parallel processing lanes*1

5

5

Number of chemical baths for active processing

2/1

1

Number of baths for rinsing & cleaning

6

1

Method of loading & unloading of wafers

Automatic / manual

Automatic / manual

Method of wafer transport

Roller supporting

Roller supporting

System dimensions

8.88 x 2.2 x 2.120 m

4.8 x 2.2 x 2.120 m

Weight

6,800 / 7,500 kg

3,500 kg

Process parameters
Wafer type

Multi / mono

Multi / mono

Typical process temperature

12°C

–

Wafer orientation during processing

Horizontal

Horizontal

Number of substrates per carrier*2

–

–

Reaction rate

–

–

Maximum throughput

4,200 wph

4,200 wph

Average throughput

4,000 wph

4,000 wph

Mechanical yield

99.95%

99.95%

Total system uptime

98%

98%
Process control

Control of reaction rate

Yes / by chemical dosing & bath temp.

Yes / by chemical dosing & bath temp.

Reactants concentration analysis method

Offline

Offline

Method of chemicals dosage

Automatic

Automatic

Feed & bleed control

Yes

Yes

Final quality control method, if any

Opt: off-line

Opt: off-line
Post process

Cleaning method

Alkaline + acidic

–

Cleaning media

KOH/HF/(HCl)

HF, HCl, (opt: KOH )

Rinsing method

Spray

Spray

Drying principle

Hot air dryer

Hot water, hot air

Cleaning of chemical baths / interval

Automated Di water cleaning /–

Automated Di water cleaning /–

Utilities & consumption
Chemicals consumption

–

–

Water pressure / consumption

2 - 3 bar / 700 L / h

2 - 3 bar / 700 L / h

Compressed air pressure

6 - 7.5 bar

6 - 7.5 bar

Maximum power / consumption

37 kW / 28kW

15 kW / 10 kW

Effluent handling

Gravitational drain
Special Notes

*1 for inline tools
*2 for batch tools

Source: © TaiyangNews 2017
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TaiyangNews Market Survey Wet Etching Equipment 2017 – PSG Etch & Edge Isolation
Company

RENA

SCHMID

Model name

SILEX II CLEAN3000(6000)*1

Single Side Etch Isoaltion + PSG

Available since

2/2015 (1/2016)

2003

System setup
Application

Single side etch + PSG removal

Single side etch isolation + PSG

Construction material

PP*1

PVDF/PP/PVC

Wafer dimensions / thickness

– / >150 µm*2

125 x 125 mm, 156 x 156 mm, up to M4 / 120 400 µm

Supported mode of operation

Inline

Inline

Reaction chemistry or chemical process

Acidic + KOH rinse

Acidic

Process reactants

HF/HNO3/H2SO4*3

HF/HNO3

Application method of reactants

Float on roller

Single side wetting

Process conformality

Single

Single

Supported temperature range

–

6 - 50°C

Number of parallel processing lanes*1

5

5*1

Number of chemical baths for active processing

1

1

Number of baths for rinsing & cleaning

3 DIW rinses, 1 KOH, 1 HF

5

Method of loading & unloading of wafers

Manual & automatic

Opt: automatic

Method of wafer transport

Roller transport

Roller transport

System dimensions

7.80 x 2.15 x 2.35 m

8.4 x 2 x 2.3 m

Weight

6,500 kg

6,000 kg
Process parameters

Wafer type

Multi / mono

Multi / mono

Typical process temperature

8 - 10°C

12 - 20°C

Wafer orientation during processing

Horizontal

Horizontal

Number of substrates per carrier*2

No carrier used

–

Reaction rate

–

40 - 90 nm/sec

Maximum throughput

> 4,300 wph

4,200 wph

Average throughput

> 4,000 wph

4,000 wph

Mechanical yield

> 99.9%

99.95%

Total system uptime

> 95%

95 %
Process control

Control of reaction rate

Yes / chemical dosing

Offline weight mes.

Reactants concentration analysis method

Opt: conductivity & pH mes.

Offline titration

Method of chemicals dosage

Automatic

Automatic feed & bleed

Feed & bleed control

Yes, user adjustable

Yes, automatic

Final quality control method, if any

Opt: relfection mes

–

Post process
Cleaning method

Alkaline + acidic

Immersion bath

Cleaning media

KOH, HF, DIW

KOH + HF/HCl

Rinsing method

Spray, HF is immersion bath

Spray

Drying principle

Hot air

Hot air

Cleaning of chemical baths / interval

– / 7-14 days

–

Utilities & consumption
Chemicals consumption

<1.1 ml acid/wfr & <270 ml DIW/wfr for 1.5 µm –
rear side etch

Water pressure / consumption

4-6 bar / < 270 ml /wafer*4

2 bar / –

Compressed air pressure

6 - 8 bar

6 bar

Maximum power / consumption

< 25 kW

–

Effluent handling

–

–
Special Notes

*1 for inline tools
*2 for batch tools

*1 majority & some proprietary materials
*2 ready for M0 - M4, mc-Si and Cz-Si
*3 process; KOH rinse; HF PSG etch
*4 rear side etch 1.5 µm
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TaiyangNews Market Survey Wet Etching Equipment 2017 – PSG Etch & Edge Isolation
Company

SCHMID

SC NEW ENERGY

Model name

Single Side Etch Isoaltion + PSG

SC-LSS4200CS Integrated PSG Removal &
Edge Isolation Equipment

Available since

2009

12/2016
System setup

Application

Cingle side etch isolation + PSG

PSG removal

Construction material

PVDF/PP/PVC

PP, PVDF

Wafer dimensions / thickness

125 x 125 mm, 156 x 156 mm, up to M4, 120 400 µm

156.75 × 156.75 mm / 180 - 200 μm

Supported mode of operation

Inline

Inline

Reaction chemistry or chemical process

Acidic

Acidic & alkaline

Process reactants

HF/HNO3

HF, HNO3, KOH

Application method of reactants

Single side wetting

Immersion, float, shower, spray

Process conformality

Single

Single

Supported temperature range

6 - 50°C

5 - 25°C

Number of parallel processing lanes*1

10*1

5 & 10

Number of chemical baths for active processing

1

3

Number of baths for rinsing & cleaning

5

3

Method of loading & unloading of wafers

Opt: automatic

Automatic & manual

Method of wafer transport

Roller transport

Automatic

System dimensions

8.25 x 4.3 x 2.3 m

10.7 ×2.18 × 2.321 m

Weight

8,000 kg

6,200 kg
Process parameters

Wafer type

Multi / mono

Multi / mono

Typical process temperature

13 - 20°C

7 - 12°C

Wafer orientation during processing

Horizontal

Horizontal

Number of substrates per carrier*2

–

–

Reaction rate

40 - 90 nm/sec

–

Maximum throughput

10,000 wph

4,500 wph

Average throughput

9,000 wph

4,200 wph

Mechanical yield

99.95%

≥ 99%

Total system uptime

95 %

≥ 97%
Process control

Control of reaction rate

Offline weight mes

–

Reactants concentration analysis method

Offline titration

NIR

Method of chemicals dosage

Automatic feed & bleed

Automatic

Feed & bleed control

Yes, automatic

Yes

Final quality control method, if any

–

–
Post process

Cleaning method

Immersion bath

Cleaning media

KOH + HF/HCl

Chemical treatment, water
KOH, HF, HNO3

Rinsing method

Spray

Spray shower, overflow chemical, immerse
chemical

Drying principle

Hot air

Hot air

Cleaning of chemical baths / interval

–

–
Utilities & consumption

Chemicals consumption

–

–

Water pressure / consumption

3 bar / –

2 - 3 bar / 1,500 L / h

Compressed air pressure

6 bar

5.5 - 6.5 bar

Maximum power / consumption

–

36 kW / –

Effluent handling

–

–
Special Notes

*1 for inline tools
*2 for batch tools

*1 wafer format 156 mm
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TaiyangNews Market Survey Wet Etching Equipment 2017 – PSG Etch & Edge Isolation
Company

SINGULUS

SINGULUS

SINGULUS

Model name

Linex SSE O3

Linex SSE PSG

SILEX II PSG/
BSG3000(6000)*1

2015

2015

2/2015 (1/2016)

Available since

System setup
Application

Etching & cleaning

Etching & cleaning

PSG/BSG etching

Construction material

PVDF

PVDF

PP

Wafer dimensions / thickness

157 - 162 mm / 140 - 200 μm

157 - 162 mm / 140 - 200 μm

157 - 162 mm /120 - 300 μm

Supported mode of operation

Inline

Inline

Batch
Acidic

Reaction chemistry or chemical process

Acidic

Acidic

Process reactants

HF/ HNO3 & ozone

HF/ HNO3

HF

Application method of reactants

Spray

Immersion/spray

Immersion

Process conformality

Single

Single

Double

Supported temperature range

RT - 10°C

RT - 10°C

RT - 40°C

Number of parallel processing lanes*1

5

5

–

Number of chemical baths for active processing

3

3

1

Number of baths for rinsing & cleaning

4

3

2 x Rinse

Method of loading & unloading of wafers

Manual, automatic on request

Manual, automatic on request

Manual carrier load

Method of wafer transport

Roller

Roller

Linear robot handling

System dimensions

13 x 2 x 2 m

9x2x2m

9.1 x 2.1 (2.6) x 2.7 m

–

–

5,400 (7,300) kg

Weight

Process parameters
Wafer type

Multi / mono

Multi / mono

Mono

Typical process temperature

–

–

RT - 40°C

Wafer orientation during processing

Horizontal

Horizontal

Vertical

Number of substrates per carrier*2

–

–

100

Reaction rate

2 - 10 μm

2 - 10 μm

–

Maximum throughput

4,000 wph

4,000 wph

3,200 (6,400) wph

Average throughput

4,000 wph

4,000 wph

3,000 (6,100) wph

Mechanical yield

99.90%

99.90%

99.90%

> 98%

> 98%

96 (95)%

Total system uptime

Process control
Control of reaction rate

Offline by weight mes.

Offline by weight mes.

–

Reactants concentration analysis method

Conductivity, resistivity, Ph

Conductivity, resistivity, Ph

Conductivity

Method of chemicals dosage

Automatic

Automatic

Automatic, time/batch controlled

Feed & bleed control

Yes

Yes

Yes, level

Opt: reflectivity mes

Opt: reflectivity mes

–
Chemical treatment

Final quality control method, if any

Post process
Cleaning method

Water

Water

Cleaning media

O3

HF HCl

HF

Rinsing method

Spray

Spray

Overflow rinse

Drying principle

Dry jet

Dry jet

Hot air / hot nitrogen

Cleaning of chemical baths / interval

– / 1 month

– / 1 month

DIW purge / 1 week

Utilities & consumption
Chemicals consumption

–

–

–

Water pressure / consumption

2 bar / –

2 bar / –

3 - 5 bars / 1,800 (3,000) L / h

Compressed air pressure

2 bar

2 bar

5 - 6 bar

Maximum power / consumption

88 kW / –

80 kW / –

56 (100) kW / 28(50) kWh/h

Via gravity or pump

Via gravity or pump

Via gravity

Effluent handling

Special Notes
*1 for inline tools
*2 for batch tools

*1 4 carrier/batch

Source: © TaiyangNews 2017
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TaiyangNews Market Survey Wet Etching Equipment 2017 – Cleaning
Company

SINGULUS

SINGULUS

Model name

Linex spray

Linex Final Clean Multi

Available since

2004

2004
System setup

Application

Cleaning

Cleaning

Construction material

PP

PP

Wafer dimensions / thickness

157 - 162 mm / 140 - 200 μm

157 - 162 mm / 140 - 200 μm

Supported mode of operation

Inline

Inline

Reaction chemistry or chemical process

Alkaline

Alkaline

Process reactants

Additives

HCl

Application method of reactants

Spray

Immersion

Process conformality

Double

Double

Supported temperature range

RT

RT - 60°C

Number of parallel processing lanes*1

5 & 10

5 & 10

Number of chemical baths for active processing

1

1

Number of baths for rinsing & cleaning

2

2

Method of loading & unloading of wafers

Manual, automatic on request

Manual, automatic on request

Method of wafer transport

Roller

Roller

System dimensions

6 x 2.06 x 2 m

6 x 2.06 x 2 m

Weight

–

2,400 kg
Process parameters

Wafer type

Multi

Multi

Typical process temperature

–

–

Wafer orientation during processing

Horizontal

Horizontal

Number of substrates per carrier*2

–

–

Reaction rate

–

–

Maximum throughput

5,000 wph

5,000 wph

Average throughput

5,000 wph

5,000 wph

Mechanical yield

99.90%

99.90%

Total system uptime

> 98%

> 98%
Process control

Control of reaction rate

Offline by weight mes.

Offline by weight mes.

Reactants concentration analysis method

Conductivity, resistivity, Ph

Conductivity, resistivity, Ph

Method of chemicals dosage

Automatic

Automatic

Feed & bleed control

Yes

Yes

Final quality control method, if any

Opt: reflectivity mes

Opt: reflectivity mes

Post process
Cleaning method

Water

Ultrasonic

Cleaning media

HF HCl

Acidic Cleaner

Rinsing method

Spray

Spray

Drying principle

Dry jet

Dry jet

Cleaning of chemical baths / interval

– / 1 month

– / 1 month

Utilities & consumption
Chemicals consumption

–

–

Water pressure / consumption

2 bar / –

2 bar / –

Compressed air pressure

2 bar

2 bar

Maximum power / consumption

40 kW / –

20 kW / –

Effluent handling

Via gravity or pump
Special Notes

*1 for inline tools
*2 for batch tools
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TaiyangNews Market Survey Wet Etching Equipment 2017 – Cleaning
Company

SINGULUS

SINGULUS

Model name

Linex Final clean Mono

SILEX II CLEAN3000(6000)*1

Available since

2008

2/2015 (1/2016)
System setup

Application

Cleaning

RCA-clean

Construction material

PP

PP, PVDF

Wafer dimensions / thickness

157 - 162 mm / 140 - 200 μm

157 - 162 mm /120 - 300 μm

Supported mode of operation

Inline

Batch

Reaction chemistry or chemical process

Acidic & alkaline

Acidic

Process reactants

HCl /KOH

HF, HCl, O3 , (H2O2, NH3)

Application method of reactants

Immersion

Immersion

Process conformality

Double

Double

Supported temperature range

RT

RT - 60°C

Number of parallel processing lanes*1

5 & 10

–

Number of chemical baths for active processing

2

–

Number of baths for rinsing & cleaning

–

2 x Clean, 4 x Rinse

Method of loading & unloading of wafers

Manual, automatic on request

Manual carrier load

Method of wafer transport

Roller

Linear robot handling

System dimensions

10 x 2 x 2 m

11.5 x 2.1 (2.6) x 2.7 m

Weight

–

6,900 (9,200) kg
Process parameters

Wafer type

Mono

Mono

Typical process temperature

–

RT - 50°C

Wafer orientation during processing

Horizontal

Vertical

Number of substrates per carrier*2

–

100

Reaction rate

–

–

Maximum throughput

5,000 wph

3,200 (6,400) wph

Average throughput

5,000 wph

3,000 (6,100) wph

Mechanical yield

99.90%

99.90%

Total system uptime

> 98%

96 (95)%
Process control

Control of reaction rate

Offline by weight mes.

–

Reactants concentration analysis method

Conductivity, resistivity, Ph

Conductivity opt., O3 dissolved

Method of chemicals dosage

Automatic

Automatic, time/batch controlled

Feed & bleed control

Yes

Yes, level

Final quality control method, if any

Opt: reflectivity mes

–

Post process
Cleaning method

Ultrasonic

Cleaning media

–

Chemical treatment
HF, HCl, Ozone, (H2O2, NH3)

Rinsing method

Spray

Overflow rinse

Drying principle

Dry jet

Hot air / hot nitrogen

Cleaning of chemical baths / interval

– / 1 month

Dil. DIW purge / 1 week

Utilities & consumption
Chemicals consumption

–

–

Water pressure / consumption

2 bar / –

3 - 5 bars / 3,000 (5,000) L / h

Compressed air pressure

2 bar

5 - 6 bar

Maximum power / consumption

40 KW / –

50 (72) kW / 25 (36) kWh/h

Effluent handling

Via gravity or pump

Via gravity

Special Notes
*1 for inline tools
*2 for batch tools
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H2/2017 Report Schedule
TaiyangNews will be publishing 10 market surveys and reports in H2/2017.
• If your company is interested in having its products and news included in our publications, please contact
our team at: info@taiyannews.info
• If you want to advertise in our publications, please contact: sales@taiyangnews.info
• If you are interested in more technical and market details as well as pricing information, please contact
our consulting sister MISCHCO at: info@mischco.de

TaiyangNew Reports & Market Surveys in H2/2017
Product

Publication Date*

Market Survey

Launch Event

Language

Topic

23-Aug-17

EN

Wet-chemical Benches

Market Survey

30-Aug-17

EN

Aluminum Oxide Deposition Systems

Market Survey

12-Sep-17

EN

Cell Interconnection Equipment

Report

20-Sep-17

REI Expo Delhi

EN & CN

Advanced Module Technologies

Report

26-Sep-17

EU PVSEC
Amsterdam

EN & CN

Solar Wafer Technologies

Market Survey

1-Oct-17

EN

Luminescence Imaging Systems

Report

18-Oct-17

EN & CN

Heterojunction Cell Technology

Market Survey

1-Nov-17

EN

Screen Printers

Market Survey

15-Nov-17

EN

Encapsulation Materials

Report

5-Dec-17

EN & CN

Solar Glass & Coatings

PVCEC Beijing

Intersolar Mumbai

*Exact publication dates might change within a month.
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